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To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
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To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
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From: <sip:17476968000@sip.com>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Calling-ID: <sip:bigu.edu>
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To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Call with Authentication

From: <sip:sally@bigu.edu>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Proxy-Authorization: DIGEST USERNAM...
Calling Number Insertion
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To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Calling-ID: <sip:17476968000@bigu.edu>
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Local Authentication

From: <sip:alice@littleu.edu>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Proxy-Authorization: DIGEST USERNAM…
Calling Number Insertion

From: <sip:alice@littleu.edu>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Calling-ID: <sip:17476968000@littleu.edu>

From: <alice@little.edu>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Proxy-Authorization: DIGEST USERNAM...
Inter-domain Authentication

From: <sip:alice@littleu.edu>
To: <sip:bob@bigu.edu>
Calling-ID: <sip:17476968000@bigu.edu>
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Calling-ID: <sip:bigu.edu>
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Proxy-Authorization: DIGEST USERNAM…
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From: <sip:17476968000@bigu.edu>
To: <sip:48999@bigu.edu>
Calling-ID: <sip:17476968000@bigu.edu>